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OTH: Sawiris seeks international arbitration against Algerian 

Government; Algerian Newspaper – BUY 

 

 

 

 

Echorouk, an Algerian Newspaper reported on Sunday 25 August that 

Naguib Sawiris has filed a legal case before the international arbitration 

tribunal, against the Algerian government seeking financial 

compensation for the losses incurred by its Algerian operator Orascom 

Telecom Algeria (OTA, branded "Djezzy") due to an unfair tax 

reassessment. 

Our take is Neutral: 

► The background: The Financial Times published in November 2012 

that Weather Investments has lodged a complaint with the International Centre for the Settlement of Investment Dispute 

(ICSID). It is one of the largest claims to be brought before the international arbitration tribunal, which is part of the World 

Bank. Weather Investments alleges that the government of Algeria pursued a campaign of harassment and improper 

treatment against OTA and that Algeria repeatedly breached its international legal obligations under the investment treaty 

between Algeria and Weather Investments which led to the “forced” sale to VimpelCom (VIP) 

 Emmanuel Gaillard, head of the international arbitration group at Shearman & Sterling, the firm that is representing 

the Algerian government, said: “We confirm that Weather Investment has initiated arbitration proceedings for alleged 

treaty breaches. We intend to vigorously defend the case. We think the claimant has no case.” Gaillard argued that 

Weather Investment cannot pursue the matter in the first place given its opaque structure and its status as indirect 

minority shareholder in OTA 

 The ICSID is the dispute resolution branch of the World Bank based in Washington. Weather Investments issued a 

notice of dispute in April 2012, putting Algeria on notice that it would face an ICSID claim if the dispute was not 

resolved in six months. The parties did not reach a settlement, and Weather filed the ICSID arbitration against Algeria 

► It is unclear whether the latest newspaper article pertains to a separate case brought by Weather Investments. However, we 

believe that VIP and Weather are taking a "good cop – bad cop" approach to this, i.e. on the one hand Weather and/or 

OTH are seeking settlement in the international arbitration court, while at the same time, VIP continues to engage with the 

Algerian government for a negotiated settlement/sale 

► If the news turns out to be true, then the same should raise concerns over the timing of the move by Weather; which could 

backfire and damage the talks between VIP and the Algerians. VIP announced end-2012 the establishment of a new 

holding company to run all the group's Algerian assets, and we saw this a hint of progress towards a sale 

► We tend to agree with Shearman & Sterling assessment over Weather's jurisdiction, and believe that for the case to be 

effective, it would  have to be pursued by OTH 

Possible outcomes: 

1. Worst case - No deal is made; OTH pursues international arbitration and operations begin to deteriorate 

2. Base-case - A deal is struck under which the Algerian government buys a 51% stake in Djezzy with the Shearman & Sterling 

valuation of USD6.5bn (for the whole business) used as the starting point 

 Recommendation BUY 

 Market Price (EGP/USD) 4.44/3.10 

 Target Price (EGP/USD) 5.10/3.65 

 Upside Potential (%) 14.9 

 Market Cap. (EGPm) 23,291 

 Market Cap. (USDm) 3,327 

 Reuters Code ORTE.CA/ORTEq.L 

 Bloomberg Code ORTE EY/OTLD LI 

► Algerian newspaper says Sawiris filing legal case against Algeria seeking financial compensation 

► VIP and Weather might be taking a "good cop – bad cop" approach, however, timing could backfire 

► We continue recommending OTH as a Buy. Our GDR target price remains unchanged at USD3.65/GDR 

(EGP5.1/share) supported by the EGP stabilisation against the USD post 30 June 
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3. Best-case - An agreement is reached under which OTH retains its current stake (or gives a small stake to the Algerian 

government) and is allowed to operate normally again, thus lifting restrictions on the import of equipment and the 

repatriation of dividends. As part of this outcome, we believe OTH might concede its tax disputes. The probability of this 

outcome, in our opinion is minimal; not taken into account in our valuation scenarios 

Recommendation: We continue recommending OTH as a Buy. Our GDR target price remains unchanged at USD3.65/GDR 

(EGP5.1/share) supported by the EGP stabilisation against the USD post 30 June. 
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Disclosure Appendix 

Disclaimer 

This report is based on publicly available information. It is not intended as an offer to buy or sell, nor is it a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell 

the securities mentioned. The information and opinions in this report were prepared by the NAEEM Research Department (“NAEEM”) from 

sources it believed to be reliable at the time of publication. NAEEM accepts no liability or legal responsibility for losses or damages incurred 

from the use of this publication or its contents. NAEEM has the right to change opinions expressed in this report without prior notice. 

This research report (including all appendices) contains information that is intended to be conveyed only to the intended recipients, which 

insofar as the United Sates is concerned, are “major U.S. institutional investors” (i.e., U.S. institutional investors having total assets under 

management in excess of USD100 million, or investment advisers that are registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and 

have total assets under management in excess of USD100 million). If the reader or recipient of this research report is not the intended recipient, 

please notify NAEEM immediately, and promptly destroy this research report without retaining any portion in any manner. The unauthorized 

use, dissemination, distribution or reproduction of this research report by any person other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited. 

Analyst Certification  

The primary research analyst/analysts covering the company (or companies) mentioned in this report certify that their views about the company 

(or companies) and their securities are accurately expressed. Further, no part of their compensation, whether pecuniary or in-kind, was, is, or will 

be, directly or indirectly related to the recommendations or views expressed in this research report. Unless otherwise stated, individuals listed on 

the front cover/page of the report are the research analysts. 

Stock Ratings 

NAAEM believes that an investor’s decision to buy or sell a stock should depend on individual circumstances (including, but not limited to the 

investor’s existing holdings and financial standing) and other considerations. Different securities firms use a range of rating terms and rating 

systems to describe their recommendations. Investors should carefully read the definitions of the ratings used in each report. In addition, since 

NAEEM’s research reports contain complete information about the analyst’s views, investors should read NAEEM reports in their entirety, and 

not infer the contents from the ratings alone.  Ratings (and/or research) should not be relied upon as an investment advice. 

NAEEM assigns ratings to stocks on the following basis: 

Rating Upside/Downside potential 26 August 2013Rating distribution as of  

BUY >20% 41% 

ACCUMULATE >10% to 20% 13% 

HOLD +10% to -10% 38% 

REDUCE <-10% to -20%  6% 

SELL < -20%  3% 
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